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“ Sigma 6 Q Model represents innovation in technology to nurture quality in the following areas in order to foster 
a sustainable way of life:

❖ Renewable energy and energy conservation for industrial development, Nation’s progress and a better

quality of life

❖ Monitoring and control of quality of air and water for a healthy life

❖ Quality inclusive education

❖ Quality healthcare accessible to all

❖ Healthy and inclusive growth in Agriculture & Dairying sectors

❖ Inculcation of Human Values in the life style
SIGMA means that all these aspects have interaction amongst themselves and the cumulative effect of all these
is many times more than their individual effect.”

Prof. Prem Saran Satsangi Sahab
Chairman, Advisory Committee on Education

Dayalbagh, Agra.



SCOPE & TOPICS

Energy
New trends and technologies in renewable energy systems, smart micro-grids, smart grids and renewable energy integration

Environment System
Environmental systems management, particulate matter and its role in health & climate, air & water Pollution, regulation and
remediation, sustainable eco-habitats, waste management, environmental informatics, disaster risk and reduction
management, robotics for disaster Applications

Education System
Information & Communication Technology (ICT) in educational management, inclusive education, pedagogy, open and
distance learning, vocational education

Healthcare
Biomedical and healthcare technologies, telemedicine

Agriculture & Dairying
Precision agriculture, controlled environment farming, post harvest technology, dairy and dairy products

Smart Villages
ICT for smart villages, eco villages, intelligent transportation systems, smart vehicles

Women Empowerment
Technologies for women empowerment and security



Numbers at a glance

Research Papers

Research Papers Received: 175

Research Papers Accepted: 110

Research Papers Presented: 86

Number of Foreign Delegates: 22

Number of Parallel Sessions: 12

Students’ Innovation Pavilion

Number of student participants: 44

IEEE WIE Track

Number of participants: 40

Makathon / Hackathon (IEEE IR Activity)

Number of participants: 70



Inaugural Session

Guest of Honour  Prof. Barry L. Shoop, 2016 President, IEEE, 

Speakers                Prof. P. K. Kalra, Director, D.E.I., Dayalbagh

Dr. K. Ramakrishna, Director, IEEE Region 10

Prof. J. Ramkumar, Chairman, IEEE UP Section

Mr. Virendra Joshi, MD, Quasar Enviro, New Delhi

Dr. K. Soami Daya, DEI 



Theme Session

Chief Guest Padma Bhushan V. K. Saraswat, Member, Niti Aayog, GoI.

Speakers

Padma Shree Ashok Gulati, ICRIER

Dr. Anoop Srivastava, Inspector General, RPF



Special Session on Science of Consciousness

Speakers

Dr. Anirban Bandyopadhyay, NIMS, Japan

Prof. Vishal Sahni, Coordinator, Centre for 
Consciousness Studies, D.E.I.

Dr. Dayal Pyari Srivastava, Department of Physics 
& Computer Science, D.E.I.

Dr. Bani Dayal Dhir, Coordinator, (Information-
Communication-Neuro-Cognitive) technologies 
assisted language lab, DEI



IEEE INDUSTRY RELATIONS ACTIVITY : Hackathon/Makethon (in partnership with Texas Instruments)
Prizes worth INR 100,000/‐

At IEEE R10 Humanitarian Technologies Conference 2016, we launched a unique initiative that has seldom
been a part of IEEE Conferences ‐ A hackathon/makethon. A hackathon/Makethon offers the opportunity to
bring together the best of
 Academia – latest technology and research ideas. Bringing theoretical concepts to real world through

building prototypes.
 Industry – state of the art engineering and design concepts, science in action. A platform where the

academic and student community provides new ideas and new talent to fuel the next generation of their
products and service offerings

 Students – motivated, enthusiastic next generation leaders of technology. This event offers access to
cutting edge technology, which helps them gain hands on technical skills in line with industry trends

This co‐mingling of new ideas, new technology and new talent is different from anything ever done at IEEE
conferences before and is the way forward in our fast changing technological society. With this in mind, with
Texas Instrument’s support and sponsorship we opened up this event to all the students in IEEE R10 region and
received well over 150 registrations and 70 finally participated.



Prize Winning Projects in IEEE Industry Relations Event : Hackathon/Makethon

Efficient Water Management
Water is a big problem: Today, India ranks second worldwide in farm output. Agriculture and allied sectors like forestry and fisheries accounted for 13.7% of
the GDP (gross domestic product) in 2013, about 50% of the workforce. We have come up with an Efficient Water supply management System in which
adequate amount of water will be used, based on the crop, time during the crop cycle and in a drip irrigation way and not flood.

Real Time Automatic Plougher and Sower(R.A.P.S.)
Nowadays farmers face problem in getting adequate labour. This system will reduce labour work of farmers and help in increasing the preciseness in seed
sowing system. The system is a robotic vehicle that facilitates ploughing fields and sowing seeds without human intervention.

Park IT
Majority of the Traffic problem is due to improper parking system. In India 25% Accidents are due to improper parking in Metro Cities. This prototype consists
of a mobile app and hardware unit that helps user book the parking slot in real time. This system will solve daily life parking problem faced by people in Metro
cities. This system will allow you to register your vehicle number in the parking system through mobile app. The system will also notify you about the available
parking space nearby.

Sound of Silence
Speech impaired people always face difficulty in communicating and socializing with people around them. The system recognizes gestures of speech impaired
people and convert them into sound signals. Hence this system helps speech impaired people to communicate effectively with the people around them. This
will overall create a change in their day to day life.

ATM (Any Time Medicine)
We come across long queues around medical shops and at times there is an early shutdown of medical shops. This causes inconvenience to public who require
medicines in urgency. The project aims at providing medicine anytime and anywhere. This system helps to get the medicine you require in case of emergency.
Tap on the medicine of your choice and you can pay by scanning QR code. In case the medicine is not available a message will be displayed to convey the same.

Smart cycle sharing system
Going from one place to another in big educational, corporate and community campus is very time consuming. The density of vehicles is exponentially rising
not only causing health related issues, but also rising environmental concerns. The complete system consists of GPS based tracking device that helps in real
time tracking of bicycle. The user has an option to pre‐book the cycle through mobile app.



IEEE Industry Relations Event : Hackathon/Makethon



IEEE WIE @ IEEE HTC 2016
IEEE Women in Engineering track was conducted on 22nd December 2016 for a duration of 3 hours, as part of IEEE HTC 2016 organized at
DEI, Dayalbagh Agra. The theme of the session is, “Women Empowerment to break barriers and lead the smart world”.

Professor Celia Shahnaz, 2016 R10 WIE Coordinator, Department of EEE, BUET, Bangladesh conducted the track by inviting several
distinguished persons in the field to Dayalbagh Educational Institute. Professor C. Vasantha Lakshmi from Dayalbagh Educational Institute,
assisted her in coordinating this track. With women staff members and budding engineers as audience, the program kick started with video
messages on the theme of WIE by distinguished dignitaries who could not make it to Dayalbagh personally.

Professor Karen Bartleson, IEEE President, 2017‐18 sent her warm regards through her video message and explained that the mission of
IEEE is to use technology to solve important problems and provide solutions to communities. She also said that when innovative women
and men come together the end result is always exceptional and shall soon meet the IEEE’s vision of embracing technology for humanity.

Professor Takako Hashimoto, International WIE Chair, 2015‐16 was also kind enough to send her video message in which she quoted that
they inspire, engage and encourage women advancement in engineering and assist in funding in promoting different activities for the
benefit of humanity around the world.

Professor Sally Musonye, Electrical Engineer at Kenya Power, IEEE R8 enlightened the audience with her video speech on EPICS and TISP
training for women empowerment in rural areas.

Professor Vincenzo Piuri, IEEE Fellow, 2018 IEEE President‐elect gave an overview of how biometrics can be used as an enabling technology
for humanitarian purposes through his video message.

An inspirational video message by Professor Maragretha Eriksson, IEEE R8 Director, 2017‐18 and also IEEE WIE award winner was played in
the end.



IEEE WIE @ IEEE HTC 2016



IEEE Young Professional Event
A Meetup was organized by the IEEE R10 Young Professionals community on 23rd December 2016 at
Dayalbagh Educational Institute, Agra, India. It was organized as a parallel track in the IEEE R10 Humanitarian
Technology Conference 2016 and saw a participation of about 40 people.

It started off with a talk by Dr. MGPL Narayana, IEEE Region 10 Vice Chair – Professional Activities, who talked
about The Digital Revolution and its implications in everyday life.

It was followed with talks by Vidyadhar Prabhudesai, Co‐founder – LeadCap Ventures, who talked about his
venture, Smart Eye and Dr. Bhuvam Vikram, Superintendent – Archaeological Survey of India who spoke about
the technological measures taken by ASI to protect archaeological monuments.

A new initiative, IEEE Young Professionals – Spotlight Sessions, was also introduced where Young Professional
members Heena Rathore and Salman Nizarudin talked about their experiences with IEEE over the past years.

The last session of the track was led by Nivas Ravichandran, IEEE R10 Young Professionals Coordinator, who
gave the participants an overview of activities being conducted by the community throughout Asia Pacific. He
also conducted a brainstorming activity to engage members and seek feedback on how the activities could be
tailored to benefit members.
The track ended with Lunch and Networking in the gardens of Dayalbagh Educational Institute.



IEEE Young Professional Event



Students’ Innovation Pavilion
Prizes worth INR 100,000/‐

1st Prize (INR 50,000/-) : 

SIP-162, Design and development of a study companion for rural students in India  (INR 25,000/-)
Eshan Sadasivan , Institute: IIT Kanpur

SIP-214 : Smart Village- Meepur Muwazarpur (INR 25,000/-)
Rahul Brajesh Hingar & Group, Institute: IIT, Roorkee

2nd Prize (INR 30,000/-) :

SIP-227 : Smart Helmet (INR 15,000/-)
Rupal Mittal & Group, Dayalbagh Educational Institute, Agra

SIP-219 : Development of IoT based solar powered street pole prototype (INR 15,000/-)
Vijay Singh, Pushpendra Singh Rathore

Institute: BK Birla institute of engineering and technology, Pilani

3rd Prize (INR 20,000/-) :

SIP-221 : Solar Taj Trapazium Zone (INR 10,000/-)
D Priscilla & Group, Institute: Dayalbagh Educational Institute, Agra

SIP-105 & 80 : Low Cost DC Current-Voltage Characterization Setup (INR 10,000/-)
S. Sachin Kumar & Group, National Institute of Science and Technology, Berhampur, Odisha



Plenary / Key Note Speakers at IEEE HTC 2016

1. Prof. S. N. Singh, IIT, Kanpur
2. Prof. Huzur Saran, IIT Delhi
3. Prof. P. K. Kalra, IIT Delhi
4. Prof. J. Ramkumar, IIT Kanpur  
5. Dr. Jayant Krishna, COO, National Skill Development Council, India
6. Dr. Nikhil George, Centre for Policy Research, India 
7. Kumaraswamy Ponnambalam, University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
8. MGPL Naraina, VP, TCS, Chair, IEEE Professional Activities
9. Prof. C. Patvardhan, D.E.I.
10.Dr. Harish Mysore, Head, IEEE India Operations 
11.Dr. Y.K. Mishra, Fortis Escorts Hospital
12.Prof. Subhash Mukhopadhyay, Macquarie Univ., Australia
13.Dr. Tapan Gandhi, IIT, Delhi
14.Mr. Ravindra Joshi, Additional GM, Tata Power, Delhi 
15.Prof. K. Maharaj Kumari, D.E.I.
16.Mrs. Gurpyari Mehra, Chairman, Town Area, Dayalbagh
17.Mr. P.V.V. Ranganath, Xilinx Inc.



Tree Plantation



Agra—the city of the inimitable Taj Mahal—has
a heritage and culture that dates back to the
Mughal era. Situated on the banks of the river
Yamuna, it is home to several world famous
Heritage monuments which include the Taj
Mahal, Red Fort, Itmad-ud-Daulah, the tomb of
Emperor Akbar at Sikandra and Holy Samadh
at Soami Bagh. The city of Fatehpur Sikri (a
UNESCO World Heritage City) is situated 45
kms from Agra. Agra is also famous for its
leather goods, handicrafts, zari, zardozi, marble
and stone carving, and inlay work. Situated
three and a half hour’s by road from New Delhi,
it is well connected by rail (major stations being
Agra Cantt., Agra Fort and Raja Ki Mandi
(nearest to Dayalbagh). The weather in Agra in
December end is cool (Max. temp. 15°C, Min.
temp. 5°C).

Free Excursion to Taj Mahal



Tentative Account Statement of IEEE HTC 2016  (Payments are partially due and sponsorship fees is also partially due)

Summary of expenses INR USD

venue Fees 205500.00 3022.06
Accomodation 65225.00 959.19
Materials & Kit 472922.00 6954.74
Food 647750.00 9525.74
Travel & Transport 301132.00 4428.41
Prizes 200000.00 2941.18
IEEE UP Section (Seed Money + T Shirts) 90000.00 1323.53
Taj Mahal Trip 30000.00 441.18
Misc. 120000.00 1764.71
TOTAL 2132529.00 31360.72

Summary of Income
Registration 690000.00 10147.06
Sponsorship 1039000.00 15279.41
IEEE UP Section Seed Money 49994.00 735.21
Due to receive 400000.00 5882.35
TOTAL 2178994.00 32044.03

Income 2178994 32044.03
Expenses 2132529 31360.72
Balance 46465 683.31



Humanitarian Technologies in the Host Institution



RENEWABLE ENERGY

Whole campus is powered by 9 distributed Solar

Photovoltaic Power Plants with total capacity of 700kWp

Indigenous development of Smart Micro Grid in the campus

Distributed SPV plants in the residential colony and offices

with total capacity of 400kWp

Solar cooking systems in all the hostels

Distributed SPV power plants for lights, fans, water pumps,

BTSs, Wi-Fi radios in the tribal belt of Rajaborari

Solar-Electric Vehicles

Automatic Sun Tracking

String Monitoring

Solar-Agricultural farms

GREEN CAMPUS status from Govt. of India



EDUCATION & HEALTHCARE

Quality inclusive education supplemented

by ICT through the main campus and 92

distance education centres in India and

abroad

University education, Technical education,

Vocational education, School education,

Skill development & Entrepreneurship

Free medical camps for villagers and tribals

Tele medicine

Hole in the wall for tribal children



AGRICULTURE & DAIRYING

Self sufficient and sustainable

Agriculture and Dairying

Precision agriculture

Precision dairy farming

Automation in heat detection

and health management

Modular and vocational courses

for skill development in the

sector



VALUE BASED EDUCATION THROUGH COMPULSORY CORE COURSES

Cultural Education

Comparative Study of Religion

Agricultural Operations

Rural Development

Social Service

Cultural and Literary Activities

Games and Sports

Scientific Methodology, General Knowledge and Current Affairs


